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ABSTRACT
This talk will provide an overview of design of compliant mechanisms by exploiting the inherent elasticity
of materials, and its applications to everyday products. Compliant design offers structural flexibility, as in
shape morphing, without compromising strength. One such application featured in this talk is the design and
implementation of shape-adaptive surfaces for aerodynamic applications. Although morphing aircraft wings has
been an elusive goal for decades, it is the application of compliant design method that led to practical design
of shape-adaptive control surfaces on full-scale aircraft wings demonstrating fuel savings and noise reduction.
Applications of compliant design including shape morphing applications were developed at FlexSys Inc. Between
2014 and 2017, Air Force Research Labs in collaboration with NASA Armstrong has conducted numerous flight
tests of a Gulfstream GIII business jet retrofitted with FlexSys’ FlexFoil® control surfaces demonstrating the
world’s first modern aircraft with seamless control surfaces without conventional hinge-jointed flaps.
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